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of view and that spirit of toleration which is so necessary for 
success in American life. This argument is founded on the 
assumption that the Catholic layman will not be called upon 
to explain or defend his faith, and that elementary religious 
training is a sufficient safeguard for virtue in the face of the 
rising passions of youth and in the cold atmosphere of a 
materialistic conception of life and duty. But the assump
tion is false. The time is gone by when the clergy were 
regarded as the only teachers and defenders of Christianity. 
This is the century of the laity. To the Catholic layman the 
world looks for information on religious subjects which it 
will not seek from the priest. To him it voices its disappro
bation of Catholic teaching and practice. Not to be able to 
furnish the information or supply the proper defense, would 
argue in him a lack of appreciation of his duty as a Catholic 
gentleman in the surroundings in which Providence has placed 
him. It is a time of great crises in the world. The principles 
of Christianity are losing their hold on the minds of men, the 
family is disintegrating, vast social changes are putting to the 
test long established teachings. The Church alone possesses 
the forces of truth and grace which will save society. To 
secure the widest diffusion of these forces is an obligation im
posed upon Catholic laymen by both patriotism and religion. 
To be a worthy spokesman and defender of the faith, the 
Catholic laymen must be a model of Christian morality. In 
his private life he must be sober, stainless, and above reproach. 
The strictest honesty should characterize all his dealings with 
his fellowman. He should account it his duty to take part 
in every movement that makes for the moral betterment of 
his community. He should regard it as his proudest privilege 
to defend his country’s flag and to spread abroad the blessings 
of liberty and peace of which it is the embodiment.

Where will the Catholic layman acquire that thorough 
grasp and firm conviction of the teachings of faith which will 
enable him to lay bare the sophistries of materialism and un
belief? Where will he obtain that spirit of self-control and 
of altruism that will make him the typical knight, without fear 
and without reproach? In schools which ignore faith and are 
satisfied with the externals of morality? As well might it be


